I. Introduction
In this paper we apply our analytic theory of the norm [C] and the p-adic analytic properties of the dilogarithm series to the study of the norm residue symbol. In particular we give a complete formula for the norm residue symbol of exponent p" attached to a cyclotomic extension ofQp containing the p"-th roots of unity, and we give an analytic proof of the non-degeneracy of this symbol. In contrast to earlier results, the formula obtained takes the same form for the prime two as for the odd primes. The dilogarithm series has begun to play a role in geometry and algebra particularly in the work of BLOCH [B] , MILNOR and THURSTON [T] .
We attempt to make more visible the relationship of our formula for the norm residue symbol to norm residues, by relating the quality of being a norm to that of being an exact differential. We are thus led to the study of a class of differential equations whose solutions may be expressed in terms of the logarithm and the dilogarithm.
Let p be a rational prime and let Qp be the field ofp-adic numbers. Let n,, denote the group of w-th roots of unity in Cp, the completion of a fixed algebraic closure of Qp. Let H be a fixed finite unramified extension of Qp, and let !•/" = H ((ip-^ •). We let ( , )" denote the Hilbert norm residue symbol on H^ with respect to ^p.^. Recall that this symbol is defined by the equation:
(fl,&),=^(a)/a, where a, b e H^, a € Cp is any solution ofo^"*' = a and CT(, denotes the image ofb in Gal (H^(ai)/Hn) under the Artin map. It follows that ( , )" is a bilinear pairing from H^ x H^ into Hp-^« which satisfies (a, -a)n= 1 and so is skewsymmetric.
Let 0 and 0^ denote the rings of integers in H and H^ respectively. Let d enote the maximal ideal in 0^ We will now give a rough idea of the formula and a sketch of its proof. (The precise statement is in the next section.)
The law takes the following shape: For each n> -1 we will define a linear functional ) onC? [[7'] ](theringofTaylorseriesoverff). Let ^ be a primitive J" p'^-st root of unity. Then to each aeCPf and beH^ we associate an element (s^{a, b) ol 6 [[7] ] (there is a lot of choice involved here). The element (o;(o, b) takes the form Log (J ).JDLog(^) where D==(l-/ }dldt and./, ge€'((1))* (invertible elements in the Laurent series over 6) such that^ (l-i;)=o and g{\ -0=fc. (This, of course, is very imprecise since Log{j )DLog(g) is in general not defined let alone in d [[1 ] ].) We show:
(1) (^fr),.=S | ^{a.b). J" (Actually, there will be an error term unless fe 1 + J^CP^T]].) We will prove (1) by first showing (in Section III) that the right-hand side depends only on a and b (and not on the choice of !yJ or g) and gives a well defined pairing [ , ] " : ^; x Hf -^ Up.*.. We will show in Section IV that:
(2) K^L-K^L.
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for aeHf and in Section V that:
when b is a norm from the subgroup of H» (a)* generated by 1 -a and 0 [a]* (a^' = a) which we shall call A,. This subgroup coincides with H^ (a)* only when 1 -a is a parameter of H^ However (3) is enough to imply:
for beO^ (b^l) . We then show that the extension of [ , ] " to H^xHb y skew symmetry satisfies (4) for all beH^ (bs^l). This is sufficient to prove (1) since it is well known that properties (2) and (4) characterize ( , )".
The proof of (3) is based on the relationship of with D. We will show (in Jn Section V) that:
when fe0 [[7] ]. Essentially, we show, when b is a norm from Ay that o; (a, b) is sufficiently close to an element in DO [[7 ] ] to imply (3). We are thereby led (in Section VI) to the study of the differential equations:
for/, geO ((T))*. If we were only interested in proving (4) we could take g (T) = T. In this case the solution of (5) is DilogO).
In Appendix I, we show how one can see the non-degeneracy of ( , )" directly from our explicit formula. In the process we recover IWASAWA'S law and construct a Kummer generator in 0^ for the unramified extension of degree p" 41 over H^. In Appendix II, we collect together and reformulate some of the results we obtained in the course of proof of (1) about the ring 0 ((T)). These results seem to underlie (1), but are not consequences of(l).
We note that most of the results in this paper have some generalization to Lubin-Tate formal groups of arbitrary height. In particular it seems quite likely that the analogue for a Lubin-Tate group of our explicit formula will give a complete formula for the symbol studied by WILES [W ] . Unfortunately, the generalizations of the estimates obtained in Section VI are not strong enough to imply the analogue of (3) when the height is greater than one.
Other authors, SEN [S] , BRUCKNER [B] , and VOSTOKOV [V] have recently given formulae for the Hilbcrt Norm Residue Symbol attached to an arbitrary local field of characteristic zero. The novelty of our approach is the connection we make with the dilogarithm series, and the application of our theory of canonical power series in [C] . The point of view taken in [B] is the closest among the above authors to that taken here, although the formula in [B] is a residue formula while ours is an integral formula. It is quite likely that a unified approach will soon be found. Further off in the program of making local class field theory completely explicit are formulae exhibiting the compatibility between the Lubin-Tate laws over different base fields.
II. Statement of Theorem
In general we will maintain the notations of [C] , specializing to the case
0 for oeZp and:
Mr^-Logd-r^S?.^. [C] . (Recall that ^ is the norm operator defined in Section IV of [C] .) With g and k as in (1) we define:
By Theorem 15 of [C] , for every a e H^ and each generator u of &", there exists an/e^^ such that:
If u is a generator of g^ and ^Hp-.i we define Ind^ to be the integer modulo p"^1 Z such that:
Finally, let TH/Q^ denote the trace map from H to Qp.
We may now state our formula. THEOREM 1. -Letf € 1 + 77, g € ^< n) and u be fl^ generator o/g^. 7'fcew:
Remarks. -First we note that the integral makes sense because D Log (g) s!i D{g)/g has at most a simple pole while Log ((p / o [ ?]//'') vanishes at the origin. Second, it follows from the preceding remarks that the righthand side of (2) does indeed lie in Zp. Third, it is clear that (2) gives a formula for (a, &)" when ac 1 +^ and beH^. But this is the whole story as the pairing is skew symmetric and is trivial on roots of unity of order prime to p. At the end of Section III we will explain how this formula may be extended to the case where/(O) is an arbitrary element offl?*.
Fundamental identities, -Recall (from [C] ) that ^ and y are operators on jft and H{(T))^ (Laurent series with finite poles which converge on the unit ball in €") respectively. They are characterized by the identities:
yW(lp](T))^^e(T[+}»).
for/e^r and ge H{(T))^. For g and/as above and heH [[T] ],, we deduce the following formulae:
where yi>l, where No=N^n 7o=Tr^/^, r generates g,, n^l and u generates go-Of crucial importance for us are the identities:
withy and g as above. These identities are consequences of (3) and (4) and the in variance ofD with respect to the group law. For example let us prove (9); we have: (7)).
The proof of (10) is similar. We also recall the following congruences. Lemmas 6 and 13 of [C] . Let /€/ and g^M then:
In the remainder of this paper we shall make use of the following notation: Iff is a field with a discrete valuation, b e F (b ^ Q) and n is a parameter ofF, then ord,(A) is defined to be the integer k such that n^fc has zero valuation. In this paper, F will either be a finite extension of Qp or Cp {(7 )) (Laurent series over Cp with finite poles). For/ eCp{{7 )) we let RCS()(./ ) denote the coefficient of 7 ~l in the expansion off.
III. The Explicit Pairing
In this section we show that the right-hand side of (11(2)) defines a pairing from (1 +^.) x H^ into Hp-». For/ew (the maximal ideal in 1) we set:
and for g e M we set:
. Dĝ TThen © and 8 determine continuous homomorphisms from g(w) and w, respectively, into J and 7 ~l /, respectively. Now if/ e7l,ge M^ we set:
o^n-r^y^).
It is not difficult to check that < , >" induces a bilinear, bicontinuous pairing from:^(
Now let:
U.gy^^ (<f,g>n^[QU) f orj e 7. J, g e M^\ Clearly ( , )»induces a bilinear, bicontinous pairing:
..Ox.^^Z/p^Z. We must prove:
for/el+T./.^e^^. PROPOSITION 3. -Let u be any generator of g^. 7/i^n t/ie value oj\j\ g)n modulo p^1 depends only onf{u) and g (u) .
Proof, -By bilinearity, it suffices to show that (/, fl0n=0 mod p"^! when either (i) g(u}^\ or (ii)/(u)=0.
and then, by a straightforward computation: (11)). On the other hand, it follows from (1) that:
/ '(ff)(0)=^"e8.ff(") 3= ff(0) and Tn^U-ip-^MO).
Thus:
Now clearly, r'(0)=(l-<p)/'(0) so that:
This concludes the proof of Case (i).
Case(ii). ~/(u)=0. It follows that:
/-^-r for some re r.J. Also as g^M^\^^^p ipw Q T for some we I. We see that:
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On the other hand:
where:^R esor-W.n.s^Kr),
Lets=p~1 A,(pr)€r.J. Now:
B=f^e(/))(0).ReSo8^, so, as (d/W©(/))(0)6(l-<p)6? we have:
As for C : Let u. = [p"" *] (u), -1 ^ i < n, so that:
C=l:?=o7'i((®(/).8^)(u,)).
Now:
so that after re-arranging the terms in C we have:
as s(0)=0. But:
using the identity y &g = p 5^ (^) and the definition of (above. Therefore:
f ®(/).8^= -AL.8-5(u).8((u) mod (1 -<p)<P.
Jn •
Now, we see as above that:
Stiu^p^1^ for M€gn and so, using (11(11)):
But, .comparing this with (3) we see that (f, ^)n=0 mod p"^1 in this case as well, and so we have proven Proposition 2. [ ,L: ^x^^n^., suchthatforfeZ^.I^ge^:
yc?r any u which generates ^n*
Proof. -By the previous proposition, if we fix M, (4) defines a pairing ([e, a],, must equal 1 for e 6 V) and it is not hard to check that this definition does not depend on the choice of u. (Recall that V denotes the group of roots of unity in H of order prime to p.)
Recall that ( , )" is the Norm Residue Symbol defined in the introduction. It is well known that ( , )" is a bilinear pairing characterized by the properties:
where c, beH^ N [a) is the norm of a from Jf; to Qp, e=ordp(N (a)) and u is a generator of §". In the next two sections we will show that ( , ]" satisfies (5) for a 6 H^ and (6) Proof. -Let n be a fixed parameter of H^ Then we define ( , F on H^ x H^ by bilinearity (overZ) and:
(i) (TC, -7cr=0; (ii) (7C,flr=-(a,7i); (iii) (fc,cr=(b,c), for a, be^, ceH^. Now using only bilinearity we deduce: It follows from this and (7) that:
(fc,cr+(c,&r=0, for a, fc, c, 6^;. But this together with (i) and (ii) imply that (11) also holds for b and c arbitrary in Jf;. Now (11), (9) and (i) imply that (10) holds for a arbitrary in H^. This and (8) imply:
(12) (a, i-flr-Kfl" 1 , i-a^r^o, for arbitrary a e H; (fl ^ 1). But if a i (9^ then 1 -a or 1 -a ~1 lies in 0^ and so (11) implies that one of the terms on the left in (12) is zero. This implies that (7) holds for aeH^ and so we have our Lemma.
Remark. -One can extend the pairing ( , )" to g^x.^' 0 as follows. First extend to 7" l . I by setting:
Second, extend < , >" to g^x.^ by setting:
Finally, set:
(/^)n =^/ Q/</^>n+ f©(/).5\ Jw -/ as before. One can then use the same methods as in the proof of Proposition 3 to prove: (f(u\ g(u) )^(l -/, g), mod p^1.
We will not need this extended formula and we omit the proof. We note that from (13) the classical formulas for p=2, M==O can be deduced.
IV. Computation of K, &]"
In this section we show that [ , ] " satisfies (111 (5) But, by definition:
where /=((p~1 ^(g))/g. where a 7^ is the leading term of g. Thus:
N^/Q,(fc)=N^^(N^/H(<P"^(^))) -^^(^^.^.KOn^N^Q^^.N^dCO)).
But, ^H/Q,(p r )
ss p e since t(0)efl^, and we have our claim.
V. Norms and Exactness
Let n be a fixed non-negative integer, u a fixed generator ofg, and a a fixed element of 1 +^. Let a be any solution ofa^1 = a in Cp, and let A^ be as in the introduction. Then y4, is a subgroup of H^W and A^ equais ^(a)* when ordji -a) = 1.
: Let N« denote the norm from H, (a) to H^. In this section we will prove:
for b6N,(/4,). As a consequence of(l) we have, for ceC^;
Indeed, ifc=ec' where 66 V and c'e 1 -h^n, and we set T| ^'^ ^(e), then l-c=^«( l~T^a ) where the P 1 " 0^^ is taken over a11 aey p satisfying a^'^c'. Therefore 1-c is in the subgroup of Jf? generated by {N,(1 -r|a) ; a''" 4 ' =0'}, and 1 -r\oieA^ Thus we will have completed the proof of the explicit reciprocity law once we have established (1).
The proof of(l) will be based on the following result: Proposition 7 follows immediately from (II (9)). In view of this proposition, we see that (1) would follow if we could choose power series/, ge^y such that:
Unfortunately, we are not able to do this and must proceed in a somewhat roundabout way to achieve essentially the same ends. Hence we are reduced to proving:
Proofof(1). -We may assume that a t {CP^ for otherwise either there is an a'eff^ a' i (O^P
whenever jV (g) == <p g mod p" + 2 . Now the set of all g's in M satisfying this condition makes up a group containing 7. Therefore, we may assume ord7(^)=l. By Theorem 15 of [1] there is an hc^ such thai h (u)^g (1 -^), so as ord, (^)= 1 and the leading coefficient of g is a unit, it TOME 109 -1981 -N° 4 follows that there exists an f^M such thai g^J^h and./(M)=l-a. It follows that ord,.(l-fl)=ord7^=ordy h ^ 1. Thus (5) will follow from (111 (4)) and; PROPOSITION 8. -Iff, ge^, ^{g)^^g mod p"'" 2 , ordj(g)=l, ordy (/) > 1 and g ofeJf^ then:
Proof. -We will compute the left-hand side of (6). Since ordy (/) ^ 1, {f,g-f}^0modp^1 and: (7) (^^o/^^p^^^/^Od-KO)), where r = (p ~! ^r (g o /)/gt o /. It remains to evaluate:
B=f ea).8^o/). J«
We need;
PROPOSITION 9. -Iff, g, r are elements of jU such that ordj{f) > 1, g'WeC* and^{g)or^^(g^f), then:
for some he0 [[7] ]. We relegate the proof of this proposition to the next section.
PROPOSITION 10. -With f, g, r as in Proposition 9, we have:
Proof. -For p > 2, this is immediate from (3), (8) 
Corollary 10 now follows. Now suppose f and g are as in Proposition 8. Then as ordr(^(^))==ordr(^)=l, there exists an rc^f such that (g) ° r=^ (g of). Then our hypothesis on g implies that there is an heQ [[T] ] such that ordr(h) > 1 and:
) Applying g* (the composition inverse to (p flf) to both sides of (9) and expanding the left-hand side in p^ 2 h we deduce:
Nowt^slforveg^^r^O.as^o/e^r^so&atifweevaluatet^ati? for i? e g^-i (both sides vanish at zero) we get:
Since r [-] (p/=(r-<p/)/(l-<p/) and \(x^p k y)s\(x) mod p* for 13c | < 1 and k a positive integer, we deduce (setting 5=fc/<p g' (r)):
for i7€ g^ i -{0}. Differentiating both sides of (9) and evaluating at zero gives us: since r(0)=h(0)=g(0)==/(0)=0 and ^(0) ^ 0. Therefore:
sing (7). So as 8 ^ (g of) has a simple pole with residue ordr(/), we deduce from Proposition 10, (11) and (12) that: (1) is proven.
VI. The Ditogarithm and Related Functions
In this section we will prove the following theorem and deduce Proposition 9 from it. (Recall that ^s=p~1 ^.) 
Remark. -When ^= T, we may take h to be the dilogarithm:
w^Er^-
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Then in fact:
Before we begin the proof of Theorem 11, we will need a Lemma. Let X and Y be variables. Ifj e& p^ Y]]J (0, 0)== 1 we set:
Lo,;-£.-., <i^r.
Log ) is then an element of H [[X, Y] ] which converges for X, Y€B{={a(=Cp: \a\< 1}). Therefore, if we set: V] ] which converges for X, } e B. Let
where:
Proof. -Let {h, (X)}^, be the elements of H [[X] ] such that:
{th {X,0)^0). Then differentiating both sides with respect to yandusing(l) we get: TOME 109 -1981 -?4 we see easily from (2) that:
where m (n) = maxi <. < " ordp (i). An easy estimate shows that:
hen | y \ < Afp and f= 1, or when | y \ ^ | p |, i=2, p > 3 and n > 2. Since (2) implies fc i =0, we have the Lemma for p ^ 3 and we are reduced to the case p=2, \y\ < |2|,andi=2. As (3) holds for n= 3 or n > 4, we need only estimate h 2 and /i4. Clearly from (2):
M^O-expanding the right-hand side of (2) in Y we deduce:
. The Lemma follows from this and the fact that:
A few general comments will be useful before we begin the proof of Theorem 11.
For each real number r, 0 ^ r < 1, let S,. denote the ring of analytic functions on A (r)={a eCp: r < | a \ < 1}. That is, S, is the set of all functions on A (r) which have Laurent expansions around zero. Let S°d enote the subring of Sy consisting of all weSy such that:
Lims -. i, s >r Sup, 7 i-s |M?(T)| < 1.
Then if 1 > r' > r, restriction maps S, into S,. and S° into S,°. We denote the direct limit of the S,. by S and of the S° by S°. Under the natural map, S, injects into S and we identify it with its image. If u?i, w^eS we write i ^ u?2 whenever w, and w^ are in the same coset of S°. Fact 13 implies that Theorem 11 is equivalent with the statement that (7) and (8) hold: Then for 5 close enough to 1 (s < 1),^ andVy are elements ofS, and satisfy X^ (T) < 1 and V, (T) < 1 for TeA (s). It follows that:
is an element of S. It is evident that Lims^i Sup, 7 ,.5 | Y^(T)\^Mp since \u\=Mp. It is also evident that \e,,{x,y)\^\y\ for \y\^MT herefore, Lemma 11 implies:
(for any (p -1) st root of p). Let G = ^ G«, then (9) implies:
But, by (II (4)): Then for 5 close enough to 1, X and Y are elements of S, and satisfy |X(r)|<l and |y(r)|<l, for TeA{s). Let k^2^), then Dk = ?i8 ^ g using (11, (10)). Thus:
are elements of S. It is evident that p~1 y(T)^0 so that Lemma 11 implies:
(13) p^J-p^E, but:
so using (5) and (11) we see that:
p^G-p^J^Fo^-p^E.
Now since [ p] maps B onto itself, (7) is immediate and we have proven the first part of the Theorem. We now assume p=2, and ^ (g)el*. We must estimate (1/4) £ in this case. Let:
and r = ^ {g) -^ (g) (0), then:
Let w denote the composition inverse to t. Then applying w to both sides of this equation and expanding in s we deduce: 
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On the other hand (14) also implies:
It follows that:^-^(
using the elementary fact that the hypotheses (1 /2) h ~ 111 and m -0 imply (l/2)/iw-(l/2)w. Thus:
and this completes the proof of the Theorem.
Proof of Proposition 9. -Let F be as above. Then, on the one hand,
y(\U}^(9°f))-P~^(r)^(^(g).r) =^^{f).6^g.f)}-p~l^(r).6^(g.f).
While on the other hand:
Thus Proposition 9 follows immediately from Theorem 11.
Appendix I: The Iwasawa Law and Non-degeneracy.
In this section we deduce IWASAWA's law [I] from ours and use it together with our results in [CJ to prove directly from the explicit formula that [a, PL = 1 for all P 6 Jf; if and only if a 6 ((P^f'. We also compute the right kernel. We extend to power series which converge on the open unit ball Proof:
= -n7T(L*8.^ (/(")) .8ff(")-<P Leg.-, M./(t')).8<7(t0) (P -M./).8t.
P Jn-l
The Lemma now follows. where T, is the trace from fl, to H. But, by Now suppose a arbitrary in ff;. We may write 01=1^7, where u is a generator of g^, k is an integer and y 6<P^. In view of what we have already proven, it suffices to find an element i,,€ff^ such that:
II|,»YL=I for all Y€^; and:
II^ML=I-U.
To this end let u, ==[?"''KM) for -l$i^w and let:
lu.^expfp-^^o'^p) for £6^, e^.
where:ê xp(7)=Ĉ Ap^J ;-^fc=0 ,7; .
LEMMA 19: 
